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COMMENT ON RECENT DECISIONS
BILLS m NOTES-DISCHARGE-PAYMENT TO PAYEE NOT HAVING POS-

SESSION OR TITLm--[Federal].-Defendant executed a note to the order of
the payee Atlantic City Bank which sold it to plaintiff Federal Reserve
Bank. Defendant paid payee before maturity knowing that the note could
not be returned at the time because it was held by plaintiff. The Federal
Reserve Bank had in the past authorized the payee bank to collect notes
which the Reserve Bank held and had acknowledged the instant transaction
by telephone conversation. Plaintiff sued on the note, the payee having
refused to remit the sum paid. Held, judgment for defendant; the issue of
whether the payee, in receiving the money, was acting as agent for the
maker or the holder, was properly left to the jury.1

A maker paying a note to one not in possession does so at his peril.2

This is true even where the payee is a bank designated as the place for
payment.3 A payee receiving money from the debtor in such a case ordi-
narily accepts it as agent of the debtor and not of the holder.' If it can
be shown, however, as in the instant case, that the party receiving payment
was the holder's agent, the debt is extinguished.5

Some courts have held the agency relation a question for the jury, even
when no authority to receive payment was expressly given by the holder.6

That the maker does not require the agent to produce the note is immaterial.7
He merely assumes the burden of proving agency by circumstantial evi-
dence, such as the apparent relations and conduct of the parties8 In Mis-
souri, where the principal knowingly permitted the agent to assume author-
ity to collect notes, payment has been held good as against him although
no authority in fact existed.9 The same results have been reached where
there was an extended course of dealing between holder and payee;10 where
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the court also emphasized the fact that the bank represented to the public
that the agent possessed such authority, although no authority in fact was
given.

10. Bautz v. Adams (1907) 131 Wis. 152, 111 N. W. 69, 120 Am. St.
Rep. 1030. In this case there was a course of dealings with regard to
several notes carried on for more than ten years.
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the payee executed a note which provided that the assignor should attend
to collections;" where the holder bank permitted the payee to advance an
additional loan upon the mortgage and to accept renewals after assignment
of the same without the maker's knowledge.12 Where a loan broker makes
a loan as payee and later assigns the note and mortgage, the assignor is
deemed the agent of the assignee; and the maker is not required to demand
a return of the instrument.' 3

The dissent in the instant case reasoned that no agency was shown
either expressly or by ratification, and that it could not be shown by custom
because the note was not returned and plaintiff did not charge the payment
against the account of the payee. Therefore, the minority felt a directed
verdict for plaintiff proper. 14 The Federal Reserve Bank and its member
banks are separate and distinct corporate entities, and no agency relation
exists between them except such as arises from contract.15 The dissenting
judge relied on the Gettleman case which held that the return of prior
notes by the Federal Reserve Bank was merely indicative of the Bank's
acquiescence in payment of the notes and did not create a general agency.' 6

In the instant case, however, the note was not returned; and the Federal
Reserve Bank did not charge payment against the account of the Atlantic
City Bank. 1'

Although the majority view may be the more equitable under the facts
presented, the dissent seems to rest on a sounder general foundation. The
former appears to represent an application of the "two innocent parties"
maxim, whereas the latter tends to favor the negotiability of commercial
paper.

L. M. B.

BURGLARY AND LARCENY-FEIGNED ACCOMPLICE-PARTCIpATioN IN OVERT
ACT AS BASIS OF CoNVITIN-[Colorado]i.-To detect one who had boasted
of prior crimes, defendant, not an officer, encouraged him in a scheme for

11. Sherrill v. Cole (1930) 144 Okla. 301, 291 Pac. 54.
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to make collection is dependent upon all of the surrounding circumstances
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posed agent of the note or other instrument upon which payments are being
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292 Pac. 805.
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